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torment in specific detail: “When I sat down
on the bed next to you/You started to cry.”
Here are the first lines of Wilco’s sixth
studio album, Sky Blue Sky: “Maybe the sun
will shine today/The clouds will blow
away/Maybe I won’t feel so afraid” — which
is practically Leonard Cohenesque compared to the next verse: “Maybe you still
love me/Maybe you don’t/Either you will or
you won’t.”
On Sky Blue Sky, Jeff Tweedy trades
poetry for banality, introspection for navelgazing. The sighing narrators of these songs
yearn for someone or something, yet never
with any urgency — and even when they get
what they’re after, they aren’t thrilled or just
plain happy so much as content. Consider
the final lines of “Impossible Germany”:
“Nothing more important than to know/
Someone’s listening/Now I know/You’ll be
listening.”
Or consider the Big Bird pabulum of
“What Light,” whose everyone-is-special

Go Fish!
sing the trademark ingenuity found
U
on such songs as “I Got a Cheese Log”
and “Beans and Weenies,” the two-man
band Trout Fishing in America might
have added some fun to Robert J.
Behnke’s otherwise lovely book, Trout
and Salmon of North America, and its
exhaustive, dead-serious dissertations on
spawning and anal fins. In fact, the duo of

ethos represents the lack of artistic ambition
that bedevils the entire album: “If you feel
like singing a song/And you want other people to sing along/Just sing what you
feel/Don’t let anyone say it’s wrong.”
The band ambles along behind Tweedy,
giving a competent performance — the
worst insult I can imagine for these guys.
Nels Cline unleashes a few wicked solos, but
these don’t feel organic to the songs; instead,
it just seems like Tweedy pointed to him at
that moment. And poor Glenn Kotche doesn’t even get a good groove going until the
last minute of the second-to-last song.
Fans turned off by the studio experimentation and occasional self-indulgence of
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot and A Ghost Is Born
may welcome the less obtuse lyrics and
utterly pleasant melodies. And after hashing
out his personal issues on those two albums,
it’s understandable why Tweedy may want
to step back from the precipice. Sometimes,
when you’re back in your old neighborhood,
the cigarettes really do taste so good. Sometimes, though, they just taste like nasty-ass
cancer sticks.
— IAN FROEB
Keith Grimwood (vocals and guitar) and
Ezra Idlet (vocals and — wait for it —
bass) often play to schools of kids — so in
the interest of education, B-Sides decided to compare and contrast what
we’ve learned about trout fishing in
America (the sport and the fish) with
Trout Fishing in America (the band).
— KRISTIE MCCLANAHAN
11 a.m. Saturday, May 5. Edison Theatre, 6445
Forsyth Boulevard, on the campus of Washington University. Sold out. 314-935-6543.

THE FISH
Evolution Trout and salmon split to form their own
species between two million and five million years ago. In the last million years,
huge variations have continued to
emerge, resulting in vast differences in
color, size and habitat.

THE BAND
Grimwood and Idlet split from the Houston band St. Elmo’s Fire in 1979 to form
Trout Fishing in America. Since then, huge
variations in its sound continue to
emerge, owing to eclectic influences —
including jazz, Latin, classical,
folk and reggae.

Habitat Can be found in several places in North
America, including rivers and lakes of the
Southwest, Alaska, the upper Midwest
and Canada. Cotter, Arkansas, calls itself
“Trout Capital U.S.A.”
Recordings The cutthroat
trout’s existence
was first recorded
by Lewis and Clark.

Shunning the cutthroat world of big record
labels, Trout Fishing in America started
(and still record for) the independent
label Trout Music. They’ve released thirteen albums on it so far.

Dinosaurs The animal family
Salmonidae (order
Salmoniformes) contained trout-like
fish during the dinosaur age, some 50
million years ago.

Have been a group for nearly 30 years;
are dinosaurs. Touted as a family-friendly
group, Trout Fishing in America faces stiffbut-snuggly competition from purple
dinosaur Barney.

Predators Otters, eagles, other trout, man, bears.

Children having tantrums, wacky vests,
cholesterol, bears.

Hooks According to a representative from the
St. Charles branch of the Bass Pro Shop,
depending on the bait and type of line
an angler uses, hooks can range from a
No. 6 hook down to a No. 30 hook when
catching trout.
Best Days An old fishing axiom says, “The worst day
on the lake is better than the best day at
the office.”
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Have been found
performing in more
than 40 states and
Canada. Calls Prairie
Grove, Arkansas, home.

RIVERFRONT TIMES

Hooks include lyrics like: “My pants fell
down. Down to the ground. Felt like a
clown. My stupid pants fell down” (from
the song “My Pants Fell Down”).

Its album My Best Day was nominated for
a Grammy. It didn’t win.
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